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ences in the regulations were the requirement to own real estate (of an unspecified nature and size) and the lower candidacy age of twenty-five.
Parliament convened on 19 March 1877, and this first session adjourned on 28 June. The regulations were implemented a second time in the elections of the summer of 1877, notwithstanding the few discrepancies between its clauses and the more recently promulgated constitution and, indeed, the specific constitutional stipulation (Art. 119) that these provisional regulations would govern only the first elections. A new electoral law had in fact passed the chamber,9 but was still under deliberation in the Senate at the closure of the first term. ? The law under discussion put forth such elaborate electoral procedures that their implementation would have required long preparation. The second Parliament, where the chamber consisted of a new crop of delegates chosen by administrative councils, met on 13 December 1877, only to be dissolved by the sultan on 14 February 1878, on the pretext of an emergency related to the ongoing war with Russia.
In these first two elections, provincial councils determined deputies through informal procedures that were not immune to local patronage relations and governors' interventions.'1 There is little reason to believe that the composition of the chamber would have been different, had popular elections been held according to the indirect two-stage system put forth by the draft election law. There were no empire-wide parties or other political organizations to sway provincial votes, nor a politically conscious public informed by a free press or enjoying freedom of association. Provincial councils sent delegates who happened to be eminently conversant in imperial issues. The Arab provinces dispatched younger members of prominent local families familiar with the trends of the Tanzimat.12 For the older notables, political ambitions centered on provincial posts that could not be forfeited for the dubious glory and prestige of imperial deputyships. The linkages between Istanbul and the periphery and the integration of provincial power to the center were to gain strength during Abdiilhamid's rule and after the demise of the constitutional experiment.'3
The provisional regulations set the size of the chamber at a fixed number (130) to be distributed to the provinces in proportion to population. Foreign pressure on behalf of non-Muslim communities and the government's desire to appeal to these groups in an effort to defuse nationalism and separatism resulted in disproportionately large quotas for provinces with non-Muslim populations. '4 In its short life, the Parliament of 1877-78 lived up to the spirit of constitutional representative government. Diverse issues were contested vigorously. The sultan and his cabinet confronted an unanticipated challenge from the deputies. Abduilhamid, however, had astutely preserved the extensive powers of the executive and circumscribed those of the new Parliament. Alarmed by the impetuosity in the chamber, the sultan disbanded the body. When Parliament was restored in 1908, the new regime implemented both the 1876 constitution (with revisions that curtailed the sultan's prerogatives) and the Electoral Law that had been deliberated in the first Parliament. '
THE SECOND CONSTITUTIONAL PERIOD
After 1908, the revolutionary Young Turk regime subscribed to a notion of representative government that stressed integration. The Electoral Law embodied this new Ottomanist vision, particularly where it differed from the Provisional Electoral Regulations. Remarkably, the political leaders of the Second Constitutional Period did not in any way modify the Electoral Law that had been conceived and drafted-though not implemented-during the First Constitutional Period, even as they amended the constitution. The hiatus of thirty years and Abdulhamid's passionate and drawn-out struggle against the constitutionalists effaced these beginnings of a supranationalist Ottomanist conception, which later was reappropriated by the Young Turk regime. In 1908, the Young Turks felt that the reconciliation of communal differences and the forging of an Ottoman identity among the diverse peoples of the empire should not be prejudiced by the electoral system. In contrast to the Provisional Electoral Regulations that designated Muslim and non-Muslim provincial quotas for a chamber of fixed size, the Electoral Law stipulated one deputy to every 50,000 males and eliminated any formal quota arrangement. The Young Turks, especially the Committee of Union and Progress (CUP), made the elimination of quotas the cornerstone of their integrationist and secular Ottomanist policies. Confessional representation based on a quota system would be incompatible with Ottomanism, as it would promote division rather than the unity of different "elements" (anasir). Although the sincerity of this position should not be doubted, later political developments did little to sustain the Unionist point of view and indeed led them to revise their thinking as early as the next elections and certainly by 1914. Large European territories of the empire (Bosnia-Herzegovina, Bulgaria) populated predominantly by nonMuslims had to be ceded even before the first elections of the Second Constitutional Period could be held. In an increasingly Muslim empire, the non-Muslims feared being relegated to minorities with no political representation.
The Electoral Law was consistent with the CUP's broader policy of centralization. Even though the CUP's attempts to promote Turkish as the state language in various spheres of government gradually became the central point of contention between the Unionists and their opponents in non-Turkish-speaking provinces, the question of language was deliberately left flexible in the electoral requirements. The constitutional clause pertaining to candidates for deputy that stipulated more stringent criteria for ability in Turkish "after four years" was retained, with the same vague phrasing, thirty years later. In August 1909, a proposed constitutional amendment that sought to institute reading and writing ability in Turkish as additional eligibility requirements failed to pass in the chamber.16
THE ELECTORAL LAW
The main features of the Electoral Law need to be delineated before discussing the elections it governed. The law underwent very minor amendments during the course of the Second Constitutional Period and was retained by the Turkish Republic with slight revisions until 1946.17 With its eighty-three clauses, the law is striking in the detail with which it addressed electoral matters: designation of electoral districts and determination of the size of their parliamentary contingents; preparation of registers; selection and duties of electoral inspection committees, suffrage requirements, and conduct of elections; updating of registers; penal clauses; and general matters.
The law stipulated the sancak (provincial subdivision) as the basic electoral unit, which was entitled to one deputy in the chamber for every 50,000 male residents of all ages (Art. 1).18 Registration was the task of village and neighborhood headmen (elected in accordance with the provincial law) and religious leaders (Art. 5). Electoral inspection committees were organized on the kaza level under the presidency of the mayor and consisted of members from the administrative and municipal councils (Art. 10). Thus, general elections utilized preexisting elective arrangements.
All males above the age twenty-five who paid some direct taxes were entitled to vote, unless they were proteges of a foreign government, were bankrupt or under legal restriction to dispose of their property, or deprived of their civil rights (Art. 11). The vagueness of the taxation requirement possibly also mitigated its restrictiveness.19 Eligible voters elected secondary voters, one for every 500 primary voters (Art. 21). Secondary voters, like candidates for deputy, had to have all the qualifications of primary voters except the tax requirement (Art. 22). It was technically possible then for a male who was disenfranchised on grounds of the tax requirement to stand as candidate for secondary voter or deputy. Again, like the candidates for deputyship, whose qualifications were laid out by the constitution, secondary voters could not be domestic servants or persons of bad repute.
The two-stage indirect election process was the singular feature of Ottoman elections. In choosing electors who then voted for the actual deputies, the ordinary voters deferred to community leaders who would presumably better judge the interests of the constituency and select the right representatives for the chamber.20 In fact, the two-stage system preserved and reinforced patronage relationships and precluded the election of candidates truly representative of the common people. Moreover, it facilitated manipulation. In a constituency with a population of 50,000, for instance, a maximum of about twenty-five secondary voters would be determined to vote for provincial candidates for deputyship, a number that could be influenced easily. In fact, particularly in more remote provinces, the pool of primary and secondary voters was considerably smaller than the number of male inhabitants would suggest. The statistics provided by the British consul on the sancak of Tripoli in the 1908 elections, for instance, suggest that less than one-fifth of males above twentyfive were designated as eligible primary voters, roughly half of whom reached the polls in order to elect twenty-two secondary voters, who in turn voted for the three deputies to whom the sancak was entitled on the basis of its total male population.21 The apparent exclusion of four-fifths of males eligible by age may have been due to the failure of tribal elements to register in population, and hence election, registers.
Candidacy for deputy was province-wide, allowing secondary voters from a certain sancak to vote for candidates from other parts of the province. Balloting, in both stages, was based on the multiple-member plurality system,22 where the voters wrote in as many names as there were candidates.23 The constitution stipulated that candidates for deputy had to be "from the people" of the particular province of their candidacy (Art. 72), providing for a degree of decentralization that the CUP did not modify until 1916.24 The evidence suggests that a candidate could run either in his province of residence or province of origin.25
The Electoral Law made elaborate provisions for the secrecy of balloting and security of tallying and tabulating. The election was a staggered and drawn-out process that was not coordinated throughout the empire or even the province. Prior to the primary elections (i.e., the first stage) electoral committees provided the nahiye (precinct) officials with as many blank ballots as there were registered voters (Art. 25). Then the same officials invited the voters to the nahiye's center in groups of about 300 (Art. 26). The voters had to be present at the appointed site at the appointed time (Art. 34) or vote by proxy with an absentee ballot placed in a sealed envelope and accompanied by a letter explaining the reason for absence (Art. 40). Following eulogies to the sultan by the Muslim and non-Muslim religious heads of the community, ballots were cast, as the headman of the village or neighborhood testified to the identity of the voter or the absentee voter.
The ballot box was stipulated to have double locks with keys that did not match, one to remain with the precinct officer, the other entrusted to an official from the kaza (Arts. 29 and 32). During counting and tabulation, batches of ballots that could be processed within a reasonable amount of time would be taken out of the box, which would then be relocked and resealed (Art. 43). This process could be repeated several times, since the determination of the winning candidates-the secondary voters-could take days.
The successful secondary voters would be presented with a document certifying their election as well as a list of the province's candidates for deputy and asked to travel to the kaza center on a specific day for secondary balloting (Art. 45). On that occasion, they obtained, filled out, and cast their ballots, once all voters assembled in the polling area (Art. 46). Whereas in the primary balloting the previously distributed slips could be (and undoubtedly very often were) filled out by others, the secondary electors could technically exercise their free will. If it was determined that at least four-fifths of eligible electors had presented themselves and cast their vote, the electoral committee would proceed with the counting (Art. 49).26 Winners would receive certification to present to the presidency of the chamber in the first session of Parliament (Art. 52).
The procedures outlined in the Electoral Law were often flouted, if one judges by the numerous complaints that arrived in Istanbul. Nevertheless, the existence of established and publicized procedures, enforcement of these detailed procedures (even if partially), and, indeed, the energetic submission of election petitions all point to a certain degree of electoral sophistication. A manifestation of the keen general interest in elections is the annotated translation by Mehmed Ata of the French scholar Raoul de la Grasserie's detailed comparative study of electoral systems.27
As is also evident in that work, the Ottoman electoral system compared favorably to its contemporary Western counterparts in the extent of suffrage it provided for, notwithstanding problems inherent in indirect voting. Two-stage elections had their roots in the 1789 French electoral law, and, indeed, the eligibility requirements for primary voters in the Ottoman law bore a striking resemblance to those set forth in the French law of 1789.28 The requirement for payment of direct taxes was probably not enforced rigidly in the Ottoman Empire, and the categories of "active" (voting) and "ordinary" citizens did not exist as sociopolitical markers.29 Complaints about disenfranchisement are noticeable by their absence in election petitions, although those excluded would not be the persons likely to lodge formal complaints.30
In contrast to contemporary electoral systems of Germany, Russia, Japan, and England, there was no legally stipulated weighting that distributed the franchise unequally among different social groups.3' A comparison closer to home is with Iran,32 where in the elections of 1906 the electorate was divided into different social categories with set quotas for each. Unlike Tehran and London, Istanbul was not given larger representation relative to the provinces, although special regulations determined the electoral districts of the capital, because it was not organized as a province.33 In the absence of concrete data on the numbers of eligible and actual voters, no sound conclusions can be reached about how participatory the Ottoman elections were. The legal framework, however, provided for popular elections with relatively few suffrage restrictions.
ELECTIONS
By the fall of 1908, when the first elections of the Second Constitutional Period were held, the CUP had hardly grasped the reins of government. The euphoria of having cast off the Hamidian oppression was still in the air. The CUP was a secret body that had not yet constituted itself as a political party with a coherent program, and could not count on an ideological following. It had restored the constitution and was preparing to revive parliamentary government, and therefore enjoyed a moral authority that disarmed its political rivals. In this climate, political aspirants had nothing to lose and much to gain by identifying with the CUP. "All that [was] necessary [was] to have ideological supremacy (or, better, supremacy of passions) on the chosen day, in order to win a majority that [would] govern for four or five years in spite of the fact that the mass of the electorate would disassociate itself from its legal expression once passions [had] died."34 Indeed, the Unionists' fortunes declined quickly, as even segments of their own majority gradually assumed an oppositional stance.
The 1908 elections were not as colorless as this brief description of the political climate at the end of 1908 suggests. Immediately after the revolution, the CUP opened up provincial clubs and made contact with local groups, particularly in those parts of the empire where it had not been able to organize prior to the revolution. Meanwhile, its decentralist opponents from the constitutionalist movement organized in the new Ahrar (Liberal) Party that came into existence only weeks before the elections.
The 1908 elections were the first general elections. The local notables who emerged as secondary voters from the primaries picked candidates many of whom the CUP had entered into its lists on the basis of their local influence, particularly in the countryside. But the CUP did more than recognize and enlist candidates who stood to win. It also secured the election of officials loyal to the committee and not necessarily native to their electoral province. Because of the low level of contestation and relatively little electioneering, there was minimal coercion and fraud in the 1908 elections. With only three months to prepare for an empire-wide election, however, there were electoral irregularities. Quite apart from the inevitable fact that the vote of the common people was manipulated by local notables, in certain regions such as the province of the Hijaz primary voting was bypassed altogether.35
The Liberal Party was too weakly organized and totally overshadowed by the CUP's aura in winter 1908 to be able to carry out an effective campaign. The campaign was by and large restricted to the press.36 The CUP organized conferences that were more in the spirit of club meetings than public rallies. Taking advantage of unprecedented press freedom, several newspapers gave their support to the opposition, but could hardly prevent the CUP from carrying the day. Only one deputy was elected from the Liberal lists; however, the CUP would soon encounter opposition from the independents and even from its own ranks in the chamber.
Balloting took place in a festive atmosphere and became the occasion for celebrating the principles that the elections symbolized: liberty, equality, and justice. The transporting of ballot boxes to and from the polling stations occurred sometimes in a carnival atmosphere with drums and trumpets at the head of the processions.37 Large crowds saw off deputies-elect in their hometowns.38 Such celebrations, while possibly spontaneous and most convivial in 1908, recurred in future elections as well. The opening of Parliament on 17 December 1908, too, was the occasion of a big parade, with a band leading the 115 carriages that carried the deputies and playing the "Anthem of the Deputies," which made reference to such heroes of liberty and revolution as Namik Kemal, Midhat Paoa, Enver, and Niyazi. Crowds coming from the provinces to witness the opening filled the Istanbul hotels, forcing the late arriving deputies into the dormitories of the capital's boarding schools.39
The first general elections revealed the difficulty of enforcing eligibility requirements for candidates for deputyship. Though provincial electoral councils inspected candidate lists for legal qualifications, the effectiveness of such scrutiny was limited, indeed somewhat academic, as secondary voters were free to cast their votes for nonlisted individuals. In case the elections produced deputies-elect whose eligibility was suspect, only the convened chamber could reject them. Since the deputies were by law required to have moral rectitude, it would be relatively simple for the majority in the chamber to reject unwanted deputies on grounds of infamy.
In its first sessions, the chamber questioned the eligibility of several deputies, including a number of deputies from Arab provinces. Shafiq al-Mu'ayyad of Syria was implicated with prevarication in a personal legal matter. Both of the Benghazi deputies faced challenges: 'Umar Mansur was charged with forging election papers and Yusuf Shitwan with using intimidation. Shitwan was also implicated in having spied for Abdulhamid, perhaps the most insidious manifestation of "notoriety" and the sure and convenient formula for defamation.40 Yet, once elections were concluded and the chamber started its work, its rejection of deputies-elect on the basis of eligibility criteria posed practical and political problems. Of the above, only in Shitwan's case was the election repeated. He won again and was endorsed by the chamber. Meanwhile, when the deputy-elect for Karak relinquished his seat, the runner-up candidate, Tawfiq al-Majali, was endorsed as deputy in violation of the law that required reelection. Clearly, the requirement to be proficient in Turkish was not enforced either. Tawfiq al-Majali, for instance, did not speak Turkish when he entered the chamber in 1908. 41 The CUP failed to sustain its support within and outside Parliament due to the waning of its revolutionary appeal and its failure to take charge of the government despite its strength in Parliament. Following the failed counterrevolution of April 1909, the CUP took a more active role in government and sponsored centralizing policies, which revoked some of the liberties of the immediate post-1908 period and subjected the CUP to charges of attempting to "Turkify" the empire's various groups. The Liberal opposition reorganized itself as the Hiirriyet ve Itilaf ("Liberty and Entente" or the "Liberal Entente") and jolted the CUP by winning the contested seat in the November 1911 by-election in Istanbul 196 to 195. The CUP lost no time in maneuvering the dissolution of the chamber, where it had dissipated its moral authority-and together with it its majority-creating the conditions for early elections in 1912.
These were the outstanding elections of the constitutional periods. Their portrayal as the "big stick elections" does justice neither to the spirited contestation nor to their significant implications. When elections were announced in January 1912, both the CUP and the Entente, around which many factions opposed to the CUP or alienated from it had coalesced, engaged in a heated campaign. These elections ultimately produced, largely owing to manipulation and fraudulent practices, an overwhelmingly Unionist chamber. However, this unforeseen and startling result may trivialize the sophistication of the election campaign.
The 1912 elections should also be seen as a landmark in the "development of a culture of mobilization" because of their contribution to the public sphere.42 Electioneering occurred both on public platforms and in the press. Campaigning went beyond the confines of clubs and halls to large mass rallies. The press, both in the capital and in the provinces, not only covered the campaign but became an integral part of it by contributing to the political agenda. The number of petitions from individuals and local groups arriving in various government agencies increased dramatically.
Neither party had a sharply defined platform. The CUP represented centralized administrative practices against its decentralist opponents, some of whom were inclined to accommodate European patronage. The program of the Entente catered to localist sentiments by advocating education in the local language; by stipulating an extension of prerogatives to local authorities as well as the separation and clearer definition of the functions of local versus central government; and by sanctioning economic and intellectual institutions specific to ethnic and religious groups.43 Those who were not the beneficiaries of CUP's administrative overhaul or felt handicapped by increasing central controls gravitated toward the opposition. Allegiances of ethnic groups continued to cut across party lines despite the obvious appeal of the Entente's decentralist program to these groups.
The decentralization-centralization debate had only a weak ideological content. The two sides were in agreement on basic political objectives but remained divided over leadership disputes and, to some extent, social background. Therefore, party lines remained diffuse. Voting was more for the candidate than for party or issue. Each party showed a preoccupation with publicizing defections. The Entente was the less institutionalized and more heterogeneous of the two rival groupings; it was also a recent political formation that had coalesced around a negative platform, anti-Unionism. As such it was more vulnerable to defections, particularly when the CUP used the state machinery staffed by its supporters to promote its position in the elections.
The prominent leaders of the Entente were Turkish-speaking and no different from the Unionists as far as their basic attitudes toward Islam were concerned. Nevertheless, they sought to frustrate the CUP by encouraging non-Turkish groups to attack it for pursuing a policy of Turkification and by pointing out to the conservatives its alleged disregard for Islamic principles and values. The overall effect of this propaganda was to instill ethnic and sectarian-religious discord, which survived the Entente's defeat at the polls.
The CUP was particularly vulnerable to charges of Turkification. Its main cadres consisted of Turkish speakers, and that contributed to the perception of its centralizing policies as Turkification. Furthermore, consistent with the constitutional stipulation, the CUP-dominated government declared in 1912 its intention to apply the requirement of Turkish proficiency more strictly for prospective deputies, presumably in the expectation of blocking a group of minority candidates who followed the Entente. The 1912 election campaign in Syria, as described and analyzed by Rashid Khalidi,50 conforms to the more general trends that marked the election. Elections were hotly contested in Syria not only because they provided fertile ground for the newly emerging partisan discourse that appealed to ethnic sentiments and made political use of Islam but also because the race appeared close, and a good turnout on one side could swing the vote. In Syria, religious-sectarian discourse entered the campaigns in a negative way by reinforcing the appeal to the Muslim vote, rather than by soliciting the non-Muslim vote. Sectarianism was stronger in those parts of the empire where the non-Muslims were numerically stronger. For instance, in Izmir, the CUP prepared lists that would assure balanced representation of the different religious communities.51 This apparent concern to court the minorities notwithstanding, mutual accusations of disregarding religious precepts and favoring the non-Muslims became a focus of the campaigns in the attempt to curry the all-important Muslim vote.
What were some of the circumstances that ultimately contributed to the lopsided outcome of an over 95 percent Unionist majority in the new parliament? The CUP's spectacular defeat in the Istanbul by-election of 1911 and its ensuing desperation encouraged many more dissident deputies to shift to the Entente. Subsequently, observing the CUP's determination to hold on to power through means legal and illegal, these deputies switched back to the CUP. In the absence of a well-defined ideological conflict, partisan politics remained weak and the propensity for opportunism strong. Just as there was a rush of defections from the CUP to the Entente following the by-election in Istanbul,52 there was a similar switch of allegiances after the CUP demonstrated its determination to remain the dominant party.
The CUP went to early elections in order to nip the rival's organizational efforts in the bud. The Entente had no time to widen and deepen its party organization, a difficult feat in itself given the party's heterogeneous character. Particularly outside urban centers, the Entente remained an unknown quantity. The Ministry of the Interior instructed provincial authorities to inspect the registers of newly formed party branches, to bring any irregularities before law and to weed out "convicts and other undesirable or ineligible elements" from the branch organizations.53 Such intrusions deterred prospective members, handicapped the organizational effort of the Entente, and also provided an excuse to detain opponents. The opposition's inability to organize itself in the countryside partially explains the CUP's domination of the rural vote. More importantly, socioeconomic conditions outside the cities did not favor the Entente. It was the urban middle classes that championed greater political, cultural, and economic autonomy. Rural notables were mostly content to maintain their relationship with the CUP, which gave them social and economic preponderance as mediators between Istanbul and local peasant or tribal groups. Party organizations failed to permeate the countryside and take over the "brokerage functions" from the notables.54 Thus, urban partisan propaganda in the Arab provinces and elsewhere had only a limited impact in determining the outcome of the elections. Moreover, the CUP had some success in forging a following among the urban workers and the poor and among their notable patrons.55 Press backing and urban rallies are significant manifestations of how elections encouraged participation beyond the polls, but provide a too-favorable picture of the overall electoral support that the Entente enjoyed.
The elections were held in the middle of the war with Italy. Foreign crises that threatened the Ottoman state more often than not strengthened decentralist, even separatist, tendencies in Syria; but the impact of Italy's bombardment of Beirut at the time of electoral decision may have operated in conflicting ways. It reinforced the need for unity behind the government and gave justification to the use of emergency regulations56 that placed fresh restrictions on the press and public meetings in the spring of 1912.57 However, the Italian war also exposed the center's military weakness and forced measures such as the mobilization of local reserve units and their dispatch away from their hometowns,58 hardly endearing the regime to the Syrians. The CUP's most valuable asset in the 1912 elections was its control of the resources of the state. The Entente came into existence in large part as a reaction to the CUP's increasing control of the state machinery and drew supporters from those who were purged from the bureaucracy after the revolution. Those in office at the time of the elections, then, were the CUP's natural allies. However, overzealous local officials, and occasionally army officers,59 often acted on their own initiative against the Entente in order to protect their very own careers and livelihood. The CUP did not inhibit such initiative, although there is evidence that it tried to curb excesses. For instance, when Sharif Jacfar, a cousin of Sharif Husayn of Mecca and the CUP's emissary and campaign propagandist in Syria, reported to Istanbul the violence in Latakia that supporters of the CUP candidate perpetrated, orders went out to the governor to bring an end to the violence and send the suspects to court.60
Intimidation was a cornerstone of the CUP policy in the campaign. The committee thus tried to prevail upon the Entente supporters to switch to the CUP, using both the carrot and the stick for this purpose. The Unionist press publicized the names of those who defected from the Entente to join the CUP. While this was a policy used, or perhaps initiated, by the Entente, the CUP outdid its rival.61 Such publicity served as a kind of opinion poll aimed at influencing the voters. Indeed, conversions may have been engineered through browbeating and payoffs. Once the CUP's resolve not to abandon power became clear, defections followed, though they may have been motivated more by opportunism than by coercion or bribery.
In addition to violence, intimidation, and coercion, many cases of electoral fraud were reported and accusations of flagrant violations made. The authenticity of these reports was not always certain, but there is little doubt that the CUP and its partisans in the provinces did resort to desperate and scandalous measures. Some prominent party leaders in Istanbul were directly targeted: Gumtilcineli Ismail, an outspoken opponent of the CUP in the chamber, was drafted into the army at the beginning of the campaign. Riza Tevfik, philosopher and poet, was detained for having failed to notify the martial law authorities of a speech he gave in Istanbul. The victim of the choicest machination was Lutfi Fikri, arguably the most influential of the Entente leaders. On his way to his hometown, Dersim (in Kurdish Eastern Anatolia), in order to run for election, he stopped over in Beirut and Damascus to campaign for the Entente candidates.62 When he reached Dersim several days later, he found that the local authorities had rushed and completed the balloting. In addition to these incidents, there were cases of more ordinary election fraud like secret counting and In addition to Unionist reprisals, the Entente was weakened by its inability to hold together its varied constituent groups and by the loss of some of its natural supporters, when the largely Christian Balkan territories were further dismembered. Furthermore, the CUP embarked on a policy of conciliation with the Arab leaders and managed to defuse the pro-Entente reform movements in the Arab provinces. With the opposition dispersed, co-opted, and dispirited; with the CUP now in firmer control of the cabinet than ever; and with the Balkan complications having ended with the recapture of Edirne and face-saving agreements for the Ottomans, the Unionists could proceed to undertake fresh elections.
The CUP leadership felt that while forceful interventions in the political process, including a high-handed coup d'etat, could be justified on grounds of national emergency, treason, and conspiracy, it was too closely identified with the constitutional movement to desire to flout representative government altogether. But in 1914, the CUP was not simply going through the motions of elections to legitimate itself, even though the absence of a credible opposition would suggest so. The CUP knew too well by now that it was the opposition in "friendly" parliaments, and not in contentious elections, that posed the real challenge to its political supremacy.72 The parliaments of the Second Constitutional Period did not display the secure majorities of authoritarian regimes, but rather the instability of legislatures more characteristic of participatory regimes, where elections are contested tightly.
After the 1912 elections, the CUP reappraised the implications of a quota-based parliamentary representation. Appeals to communal and regional sentiments had brought political returns during the 1912 campaign. Acceptance of the reality of communal cleavages, rather than insisting that constitutional-representative government would depoliticize them, might offer increased chances for integration. Once communal quotas were guaranteed, there would be greater scope for different ethnicreligious groups to cooperate and form alliances along noncommunal interests. Invoking ethnic or sectarian sentiments would not then pose itself as the natural avenue to obtain votes in elections.73 Soon after the Unionists seized power in 1913, the minister of the interior, Talat Bey, requested from the Ottoman ambassador in Vienna, former Unionist Grand Vizier Hiiseyin Hilmi Pasa, a report on the workings of the Austro-Hungarian electoral system and copies of electoral regulations. He wanted to gain insight into how Austria-Hungary dealt with its communal problems.74 While no changes were made in the Electoral Law prior to the 1914 elections (and the Austrian law as revised in 1907 could hardly offer a good solution75), the CUP negotiated with the leaders of the Greek and Armenian communities for parliamentary quotas. These elections also produced a significant increase in the number of Arab deputies compared with previous elections.76
The 1914 elections resembled the 1908 elections more than the 1912 elections with no real two-party contest but tactical maneuvers to co-opt candidates into CUP lists. There was, however, politics, and its extralegal continuation in the form of coercion and fraud. The latter elicited bold protests and appeals uncharacteristic of authoritarian regimes. In Hama, twenty-seven of the forty-eight secondary voters signed a petition that alerted the government to the lawlessness that marked the secondary election in neighboring Homs,77 but the petitioners stressed that government officials were not responsible for these unruly acts of the relatives of certain candidates. Two days later, on Hama's polling day, two-thirds of the secondary voters did not report to the polling site in protest against the events at the Homs election.78 Similarly, a large number of the secondary voters of Acre refused to vote in protest over irregularities in the Safed and Tiberias elections that assured the election of candidate CAbd al-Fattah even before the Acre vote.79 From Nablus, some notables sympathetic to the losing candidate, Haidar Tuqan, sent a vituperative letter reporting fraud in balloting and denigrating the character of the successful candidate, Tawfiq Hammad.80 This complaint was dismissed by the Nablus mutasarrtf, who, in denying the charges, mentioned that Tuqan had a record of instigating letters with spurious claims. In both Acre and Nablus, the CUP deputies from the 1912 elections, Tuqan and As'ad al-Shuqayr,81 were replaced by newcomers. This sampling of election petitions arriving in Istanbul from the Arab provinces in 1914 gives the distinct impression that after calling the elections, Istanbul stood on the sidelines to appraise local forces, rather than seek to manage the elections. If there were electoral irregularities, and the CUP either prompted or tolerated these, it would appear that in many cases the committee switched its patronage from former clients to former challengers. The Ottoman elections do not fit the criteria of democratic elections. The freedoms of association and speech were not always guaranteed, and the electorate was restricted to tax-paying males. The two-tier electoral system limited the number of electors of deputies to a narrow group susceptible to manipulation. The combination of the lack of clear and ideologically coherent rival programs, intimidation, and the entrenched patron-client relationships was not conducive to the making of an Ottoman electorate that voted its conscience on the basis of policy issues. However, the conduct of regular elections and by-elections and the nonexistence of financial restrictions for candidacy, socioeconomic electoral categories, literacy qualification, or rigid residency requirements were features of the Ottoman system that compared favorably with contemporary counterparts. The question of to what extent electoral maneuvers, apathy, and mismanagement restricted access to the polls, particularly in the countryside, will remain unanswered until further data are uncovered for electoral analysis.
Regardless of electoral flaws and the number of actual voters, the elections served both to legitimate the constitutional representative system and to promote political citizenship in the empire. They posited the Ottoman subjects as a "people whose political activities were institutionally recognized as something that had to be taken note of."88 Electoral politics exercised a mobilizational effect that was not restricted to the polls. It also contributed to the expansion of the public sphere in the Middle East, as the proliferation of journalistic activity, petitions, rallies, and festivals accompanied the campaigns. Thus, elections expedited the processes of social and political mobilization, particularly after 1908. Electoral competition for the allegiance of different social groups enhanced communal consciousness and cleavages, which the imperial government tried to contain by promoting an integrationist ideology and by co-opting the elites of these groups. 
